and indicate that the team orientation is more positively associated with success, productivity, and profitability for the organization. Blake and Mouton also indicate that the manager utilizing the team approach appears to be able to handle all managerial situations with balance, openness, and humor.

A chapter is devoted to a discussion of each of these management styles with specific analysis of the effect of each style on areas such as boss behavior, conflict resolution, and implications for the health of the manager and for the organization.

The New Managerial Grid is largely based on generalized and untested assumptions. The authors provide no evidence to support their view that organizations will be most effective when all managers manage with exactly the same approach, that all situations offer the same opportunity for success with one managerial approach, and that all people will, in fact, respond in a positive manner to one style of management.

In addition, none of the material on health is directly related to research on management styles and specific managers' health problems. Instead, the authors drew on relationships reported in technical studies and clinical descriptions and then fit the various reports into one or another grid style. Despite the warning that their interpretations are tentative, the material is not presented in a tentative manner but in a matter-of-fact tone. In their analysis of the childhood origins of managerial styles, the authors again do not draw on specific research that has been conducted in this area but rely on existing child psychology materials to support their theories.

Even though this book contains some interesting information on management, the authors' support of a singular managerial style to achieve effective management and the lack of empirical evidence to support their theories weaken the value of this book to library managers.—Sheila Greth, University of Connecticut, Storrs.
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Technical procedures of Syracuse University Libraries are described in this manual, which is
divided in two parts: (1) description of the general organization of Syracuse University Libraries collections and the various ways to obtain access to them and (2) detailed technical procedures to be followed when adding or removing material from the collections. Topics considered in the first part include administrative organization and department descriptions, and access to the collections through four basic tools—card catalogs, kardexes, periodical printouts, and the automated system, SULIRS. Part two, describing the technical procedures, provides information on collection acquisition, including pre-order searching and bibliographic tools, ordering, collection maintenance, circulation, and inventory. The manual will be revised as necessary. A glossary and complete subject index to both parts are included.


This directory is designed primarily as a practical reference tool to disseminate the interlibrary loan (ILL) policies of college and special libraries in Vermont. Directory information was based on a questionnaire that was sent to eighty-six college and special libraries. Replies were received from forty-nine of these institutions, and these individual policy statements were used in the compilation of this directory. Information recorded on the policy form includes: name and address of the library, telephone number, name of ILL personnel, form of ILL request accepted, types of material available for loan, charge for photocopy service, and microform capabilities.


Results of a survey of fifty-one community college depository libraries are reported. The objectives of the study were to (1) collect basic data on depositories in community college libraries; (2) ascertain the "state of the art" in this type of depository, with reference to administration, collection development, and utilization of these materials; (3) determine whether definite patterns have evolved that are characteristic of community colleges in these functions; (4) attempt to account for the differences that exist among colleges; and (5) collect information that would be useful for community college depositories for self-study purposes. Recommendations include encouraging more community colleges to become depository libraries. It is also suggested that a program be implemented by the Government Printing Office to promote more communication and greater cooperation among neighboring depositories, with the regional depository taking a more active role in promoting this communication.


This survey reports full-time salaries (exclusive of fringe benefits) of the 5,714 professional staff members in ninety of ARL's ninety-four academic libraries. Information is provided on salaries by position; sex; minority group membership; and the geographical location, size, and type of institution. There are tables for median and beginning professional salaries in ARL (Association of Research Libraries) libraries listing the institutions both alphabetically and in rank order by median salary, and a table of personnel distribution by salary level. Explanatory footnotes to the reported figures are provided when necessary.


The four primary goals of these cost-and-funding studies are described: (1) to determine representative costs of present library services without network support, (2) to estimate future costs of library services at various levels of proposed network support, (3) to evaluate and compare the impact of a network upon costs of library services, and (4) to examine and recommend equitable programs of financial support for an interstate bibliographic network in the West. Data collection procedures, activity sheets, and interlibrary loan transaction logs for both borrowers and lenders are explained. For a related document, including the questionnaire employed, see ED 148 388.


This report, a part of the cost-and-funding
studies supportive of the development and implementation of western interstate bibliographic network capabilities, summarizes the results of cost data collected in seventy-six western libraries—public, academic, and state. The focus of these studies was upon technical services and interlibrary loan. Analysis included results of a cost survey, a survey of interlibrary loan traffic, twelve in-depth case studies, and an examination of three western bibliographic centers. Based upon a stratified sample of 100 libraries, these studies document present cost incurred for cataloging, acquisitions, serials processing, and interlibrary loan across a wide range of libraries. A related publications list, sample characteristics, libraries included in the surveys, activities sheets and task definitions, and a glossary of terms are appended. For survey tables, results of case studies, and guide to computer programs developed for the survey, see related documents, ED 148 357 and ED 148 359.


This handbook, using an input-process-output model, provides library managers with a method to evaluate network service offerings and decide which would be cost-beneficial to procure. The scope of services addressed encompasses those network services based on an automated bibliographic database intended primarily for cataloging support. Sections cover (1) cost-benefit questions; (2) identifying objectives, constraints, and alternatives; (3) comparing alternatives; (4) introducing network services into the library; and (5) evaluating the decision.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST TO ACADEMIC LIBRARIANS


Bibliothek: Forschung und Praxis. München: Verlag Dokumentation, 1977—. v.1, no.1—. Aim is to publish research results in library science that are of value to academic and re-

MLA International Bibliography of Books and Articles on the Modern Languages and Literatures

Published annually within one year of coverage, the MLA International Bibliography is the most comprehensive, up-to-date, and widely used reference tool for literature, language, and linguistics. With over 40,000 entries from more than 3,000 journals, series, and books, it is organized for easy use with a cross-reference system and author indexes.

For details, please write:
Publications Center, Dept. 2,
Modern Language Association
62 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York 10011
search libraries as well as for public libraries.


(Available from Butterworths, 19 Cummings Park, Woburn, MA 01801.)

Canadian Business Periodicals Index. Toronto, Canada: Information Access, 1975- . 12 issues plus annual cumulation $175 U.S. and Foreign; $350 Canada; annual cumulation $125 U.S. and Foreign; $250 Canada. Issued monthly with annual cumulation. Provides access to over 150 Canadian trade and business publications.

The Canadian Newspaper Index. Toronto, Canada: Information Access, 1977- . 12 issues plus annual cumulation $175 U.S. and Foreign; $325 Canada; 12 issues only $100. U.S. and Foreign; $195 Canada; Annual cumulation only $100 U.S. and Foreign; $150 Canada. Provides access to five major Canadian daily newspapers.


Contains reprints of bibliographical surveys originally published in the periodical, The Classical World.


Contains reprints of bibliographical surveys originally published in the periodical, The Classical World.


Indexes the three volumes of The Competitor magazine.
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In 1978 the journal will be published three times. Beginning in 1979, it will be issued quarterly.


Two issues a year. Will cover such topics as the influence of the publisher on literary trends, how the trade was organized and how it worked, the relationship between author and publisher, the reputation of prompt and courteous service.

Our domestic customers, over 45 years experience, McGregor has a reputation of prompt and courteous service on both domestic and international titles. We prepay subscriptions ahead of time.

Our customers, large and small, like the prompt attention we give them. We think you would too! Ask about McGregor's "Automatic Renewal" plan described in our new brochure. Write today for your free copy.

The Royal School of Librarianship, 1978. 118p. Describes the planning and designing of a new library building in connection with the Univ. of Copenhagen on the island of Amager. Also provides outline of new organizational plans and schemes for Danish research libraries.


Panoroma intended to assist library science students in learning to use general reference materials.


Provides information on universities in America, Africa, Asia, and Oceania.


CORRECTION